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Company: Dent Fix

Product: The Extender

When access is limited or obstructed either by a structural member or other component,
Dent Fix has a solution: The Extender, a spot weld drill bit extension that adds 6.5” of
length, letting you get to those deep and hard-to-reach spot welds. The plastic sleeve protects
any nearby structures from damage and cables from getting tangled. You can stabilize the
drill point by holding here. Works with any 3/8” drill. Recommended not to exceed 1,800
rpm. Includes DF-1480 8mm HSCo drill bit. The Extender accepts any of our spot weld drill
bits: DF-1480 8mm HSCo Spot Weld Drill Bit, DF-1680T 8mm Titanium Coated Spot Weld
Drill Bit, DF-1610 10mm HSCo Spot Weld Drill Bit and DF-1610T 10mm Titanium Coated
Spot Weld Drill Bit. Category: Tool accessories.
Circle 109 on inquiry card or click E-INQUIRY at PTEN.com

Company: Automotive Solutions Inc.
Product: Automotive Inspection System

Automotive Solution’s Automotive Inspection System has
been tailored to help repair shops bring in new traffic as well
as sell more services to the customers they already have by
tapping in to the millions of private party used car sales with
this standardized electronic certification program. The system
operates with a simple PDA interface for gathering data while
guiding the technician through a series of inspection questions, noting areas that might need further attention. This data
is then sent electronically to ASI’s servers where it is analyzed
and returned in certificate form via email. Custom-tailored
coupons to generate up-sell opportunities and repeat business are built in. In addition to the “Pre-Purchase Inspection”,
other service levels include “Quick/Courtesy Inspection,” “Tire
Inspection” or “Vehicle Profile” for easy, electronic documentation of each customer. Category: Computers
& software.
Circle 110 on inquiry card or click E-INQUIRY at PTEN.com

Company: Snap-on Equipment
Product: Quadriga

The Quadriga represents the first-ever application of a laser imaging system in the tire
changer industry. It requires no manual steps
or tool-to-wheel contact to break beads or to
mount and demount tires. The Quadriga uses a
patent-pending laser guidance system to automatically identify the wheel’s edge and relies on
patent-pending computer-controlled, robotic bead
removal tools, delivering unparalleled accuracy
and Do No Harm performance. The design of
the bead removal tools eliminates the need for
tire levers, multiple technicians and the worry of
damaging expensive wheels. The Quadriga is
designed with technician safety and ergonomics
in mind. Manual lifting and other high-impact
steps are eliminated, and the chances of injury or
of damaging wheels are reduced. The Quadriga’s
patent-pending, intelligent wheel lift automatically
measures tire diameter and positions the turntable
at the wheel’s center while the wheel is raised.
The Quadriga is simple to operate with a single
joystick control. Category: Tire, wheel service.

Company: Global Leak Detection Corp.

Company: Matco Tools

The new reusable Smoke Wizard Pop-it Universal Fuel Cap Adapter
(GLD034) eliminates the need to purchase
expensive universal adapters that require the
ongoing cost and waste of disposable seals. It
also eliminates the need of having a different
adapter for every style of fuel tank. The brilliantly
simple Pop-it pops on the filler neck of virtually
any vehicle for quick and easy EVAP leak testing.
The Pop-it is made of a durable, fuel-resistant
substrate that won’t erode or crack. It can be
used again and again indefinitely without needing replacement seals and is backed by a full
5-year warranty. The Pop-it is perfect for smoke-based leak detection
or pressure/vacuum decay EVAP system testing. To use, simply remove
the gas cap, pop the Pop-it onto the vehicle’s fuel tank neck and connect
any smoke machine or leak detection device. Category: Leak detection.
Circle 111 on inquiry card or click E-INQUIRY at PTEN.com

Matco Tools Infinium 1/2”
18V Impact Wrench, No.
MCL18IWVS, features
725 ft./lbs. of breakaway
torque for air tool performance in a cordless tool,
soft-grip handle, one-hand
forward/reverse switch,
rubber bumper for drop
durability, trigger-activated
LED, variable-speed trigger, cooling vents for improved performance and 3.0 Ahr lithium battery
with more use per charge and a gauge for battery -life feedback. Category:
Power tools.
Circle 112 on inquiry card or click E-INQUIRY at PTEN.com

Product: Pop-it Universal Fuel Cap Adapter

Product: Infinium 1/2” 18V Impact Wrench
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